
VII. How might current analysis methods be
enhanced or combined to obtain more information
about the nature of OC, EC, and other carbon
fractions in filter samples? What can be done with
existing analysis methods and samples? What might
be provided by collocated measurements? What
hardware and software changes would permit more of
the commonly applied protocols to be applied with the
same analytical instruments?

TOPIC LEADER: Hans-C Hansson , Air Pollution
Laboratory, Institute of Applied Environmental
Research and Department of Meteorology, Stockholm
University, Sweden



Starting point

Mass of OC/EC interesting in itself

But mostly due to effects

Effect on atmospheric processes

Climate direct
indirect

Health

The measure used for OC/EC should be
useful in calculating the actual effect



First what is out there?



Figure 1. Dependence of particle emissions on vehicle speed for three gasoline cars
and one diesel car. Dilution air particle size distributions are given as dotted lines.
Exhaust flows for vehicle C5 are 0.010, 0.014, and 0.020 m3/s at 50, 60, and 70 mph.
For vehicle C3 they are 0.014, 0.019, and 0.026 m3/s (Maricq et al., 1999).



Figure 4. Solid particles and spontaneous condensate in diluted exhaust gas
at different temperatures of a thermodesorber (Mayer et al., 1998).



Several types of particles exist!

� Particles thermally stable at 300oC

� Particles with a thermally stable core

� Particles that evaporate totally at 300oC

� Particles are hydrophobic



Simple estimate on traffic emissions on national scale.

Measured number concentrations
Germany average 5-6000 Sweden average 2000

night 3000

Number of particle per vehkm 3,0E+13
Number of cars in Germany 3,5E+07
Mean distant per year km 1,5E+04

Particle source strength number per sec 1,2E+19

Mean wind speed m/s 5
Width m 500000
Mixing height m 1500

Number of particles per cm3 3,2E+03



After some transport:



Growth factor, field measurements
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Particle hygroskopic growth at background site in
Sweden compared with other measurements

Fraction in More Hygroscopic mode (when bimodal behaviour)
nm 20 35 50 73 109 166 265
Frac 0.56 0.60 0.62 0.61 0.58 0.63 0.7



Life cycle for main types of atmospheric particles

Weakly hygroscopic particles Hygroscopic particles

Life time = 4 - 8 days 2 - 4 days

Coagulation

Condensation

Transport distance = 2000 - 4000 km 1000 - 2000 km

Dry deposition Dry and wet
deposition

Cloud processes
Nucleation



The size
distribution
change and the
number decrease
in southerly
winds.

Deposition
and
transformation



Summary so far:

�BC has long life time

�BC particles from motor exhaust can be dominating the
number concentration far away from the sources

�BC is probably common nucleus in most particles in an
aged polluted air mass and thus control the total particle
size distribution. BUT have to be confirmed to reveal the
importance of primary ”soot” particles in controlling
particle size distributions in the atmosphere.



Third IPCC Report, 2001

Scattering

Absorption

Clouds
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Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)



Parameters in calculating the activation probability

�TC

�Water soluble OC

�Surface tension

�Molecular weight

�van’t Hoff factor for the solution in question



WHO review on Particulate Matter and Health, 2003

“The present information shows that fine particles (commonly
measured as PM2.5) are strongly associated with mortality and other
endpoints such as hospitalization for cardiopulmonary disease, so that
it is recommended that air quality guidelines for PM2.5 be further
developed. Revision of the PM10 WHO AQGs and continuation of
PM10 measurement is indicated for public health protection. A
smaller body of evidence suggests that coarse mass (particles between
2.5 and 10µm) has some effects on health as well, so a separate
guideline for coarse mass may be warranted. The value of Black
Smoke should also be re-evaluated as indicator for traffic-related air
pollution.”

Health:



Gerde and Scott, 2001, Inhalation Tox, 13:903



Parameters important

� Insoluble TC

� ”Soluble” OC

� Toxic components



Insoluble TC
”Soluble” fraction of OC
Toxic content

Health

TC
Soluble fraction of OC
Surface tension
Molecular weight
van’t Hoff factor

Indirect radiation effect

Single scattering albedoDirect radiation effect

Number of particles with a “non
volatile” core (BC)

Number

Needed measurementEffect



So let’s drop BC / EC and focus on

�TC

�Soluble OC

�Single scattering albedo

when concerned about the atmosphere

BUT



Kirschstetter et al., 2001, Atm Env, 35, 1163-



Statement:

Measure TC
Soluble OC
Optical properties of TC

Sampling should be done on inert media
or using a denuder before the sampling
media


